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Baratz-Logsted, Lauren ME, IN BETWEEN Rating: AD Grade Level: 5th-8th  

Twelve-year-old Lacey has a problem—well, two problems: her breasts.  Girls are jealous and boys will 

not stop teasing her, so normally she tries to hide underneath huge sweatshirts. But when a high school 

boy starts talking to her at the video arcade in the mall where she hangs out and ends up asking her out, 

she sees the positive side. Complications ensue when a childhood guy friend shows up and she tries to 

hide her developments. Lacey is torn between growing up too fast and trying not to by rekindling a 

childhood friendship.  The characters are rather one-dimensional and the story a little obvious, but 

tween girls who find themselves developing early or are trying to figure out that awkward boundary 

between being a kid and being a teenager might find the story interesting.   

 

Cabral, Olga THE SEVEN SNEEZES Rating: AD Grade Level: K-2 

A reillustrated book of a Golden Book from the 1940s, this hilarious telling of a rag man who sneezes 

and causes quite a mess! The kitten's ears end up on the bunny, the dog meows, the cat barks, a girl 

loses her pigtails, and a rooster's tail feathers grow out of the top of his head. When they go off to find 

the rag man to get him to set everything straight again, he only seems to cause a greater commotion.  

While the text is too wordy overall, the colorful illustrations with pencil-drawn illustrations and silly 

words that dance all over the page (based on the magic word the rag man yells while sneezing) bring this 

book back to life.   

 

deFombelle, Timothee TOBY ALONE Rating: R Grade Level: 4th-8th  

A fascinating fantasy world about tree people with nice allegories to our own world.  When you first 

meet Toby, he is on the run--from his former friends, life, and everything. He doesn't even know where 

his parents are.  As the story unravels, you learn that Toby lives in the Tree but his family was forced out 

of the Upper Branches to the bleak Lower Branches because his dad was a scientist who refused to 

reveal a secret that could destroy the lives of them all. In the meantime, an evil and greedy man has 

become dictator and turned the Tree into a desolate wasteland, caring only about making money. Toby 

might be the only one to stop him.  Overall, this fast-paced book translated from the French is 

beautifully written with a well-developed world and an environmental message.  Minor criticisms are 

that the evil characters seemed a little bit too evil and the book is set up for a sequel in that more 

questions are raised than resolved at the end. 

 



Easton, Kelly  THE OUTLANDISH ADVENTURES OF LIBERTY AIMES Rating: AD+ Grade Level: 

4th-8th 

Liberty has been cooped up her entire life with her awful parents (think along the line of Roald Dahl's 

evil adult villains), but luckily she has kept sane by reading books she found hidden in the attic and the 

chance that she might eventually escape to go to a girls' boarding school.  When she gets the 

opportunity to sneak down to her dad's secret lair in the basement, she finds talking animals, lifting 

potion, and comprehension cream.   She uses the lifting potion to fly out of the house—literally—and 

the comprehension cream to talk to animals of all shapes and kinds in order to find her dream boarding 

school.  Kelly Easton creates a wacky, silly, and zany world full of adventures, scoundrels, and dreams.  

 

Lane, Kathleen NANA CRACKS THE CASE Rating: AD+ Grade Level: 3rd-6th 

Nana is no ordinary grandma--she has been everything from a backhoe operator to a marine biologist to 

a circus performer substitute--and so becoming a detective is nothing out of the ordinary to her. Along 

with her grandchildren, Eufala and Bog (who try to be good, well-behaved children like their mother 

would like, but can't seem to help getting into mischief everywhere they turn), Nana goes on an 

adventure to solve the mystery of who stole the chocolate yumdums. An absurd, wacky adventure with 

humor to appeal to adults and children, the book is silly, fun, and ends with a cute moral. 

 

Lieb, Josh I AM A GENIUS OF UNSPEAKABLE EVIL AND I WANT TO BE YOUR CLASS PRESIDENT  

Rating: AD+ Grade Level: 4th-8th  

Written by the executive producer for the Daily Show, this book is a good combination of humor and 

nerdiness, with a heartwarming touch. Everyone at school thinks Owen is just a dumb fat loser, but little 

do they know that he is actually a superrich genius mastermind running an entire empire in the den 

below his house (something his dimwitted parents know nothing about). As powerful as he is, though, 

he cannot seem to impress his dad. Which is why he decides to run for class president and win! The 

book was funny and well-written, with a great use of clever footnotes, although it's unclear why such a 

genius mastermind would make himself the target of every mean and nasty joke at school.   

 

Mazo, Michael  BROTHERS AD  Grade Level: 1-3 

While the bright, contrasting color illustrations feature expressive dogs in funny situations well, the text 

is sort of strange, with each page essentially divided into a chapter with a heading and a body that will 

probably go over many students' heads.  For example, one page entitled "Grasshopper" discusses 

meditating and inhaling inner peace, but is not very clear. The story is essentially the story of two little 

dogs who are left alone with a sitter while their mom goes away and the escapades they get into, told 



from the view of the older "alpha" brother. Despite the text's obscurity, kids will enjoy the silly 

illustrations of dogs left to their own devices. 

 

Murphy, Jim TRUCE  Rating: R* Grade Level: 5th and up 

In this excellent account of an incredible moment in World War I, this acclaimed author clearly lays out 

the history of the war with all its power-hungry leaders, decisions based on erroneous information, and 

the soldiers in the trenches.   The book builds up to the culminating powerful moment when German 

and British soldiers laid aside their rifles and celebrated Christmas together. The text is accompanied by 

museum and library historical photos, drawings, and newspaper articles in addition to big easy-to-read 

maps. The end of the book includes a timeline, information about notes and sources, further resources, 

and an index. This is a must-have for any middle school and high school collection.  

 

Prochovnic, Dawn Babb  THE NEST WHERE I LIKE TO REST Rating: AD+ Grade Level: 

PreK-2 

A simple book written in the rhyming style of "The House That Jack Built," this book incorporates 

American Sign Language animal signs on every page and ends with a glossary, fun facts about American 

Sign Language, signing activities, and additional resources.  The illustrations of bold colors that use paint 

and crayon and interesting textures make the book a vivid and compelling book for storytime.   

 

Ride, Sally MISSION PLANET EARTH Rating: R Grade Level: 5th – 10th  

An excellent non-fiction book about the planet Earth and its changing climate with gorgeous color 

photographs and illustrations with captions beneath each one. In addition to sources/resources and an 

index, the book has five chapters: (1) Mission: Planet Earth, which serves more as in introduction, (2) 

Earth: It's All Connected, (3) What in the World Are We Doing?, (4) It's Happening Now, (5) What's Next?  

The book does a great job at moving from describing the climate and how the planet works to how 

people are changing the planet, with brightly colored easy-to-read graphs, to what exactly is changing 

about the climate (from species to seasons to oceans), and ending with a short glimpse into the future 

and what needs to be done. A well-researched, visually appealing, non-political approach to the earth 

and its changing climate.  

 

Smith, L. J. DARK VISIONS.  Rating: AD Grade Level: 7th-12th 

Kaitlyn Fairchild has always been an outsider with her strange eyes and ability to draw the future in her 

small Ohio town, so she jumps at the opportunity to attend the Zetes Institute and study with 4 other 

psychics in California with the promise of money and free college tuition in exchange for being studied.  



Making friends for the first time and honing her power is thrilling, and even more so when she finds 

herself caught between two irresistible guys: golden-boy Rob with a healing ability and interest in saving 

the world and the aggressive, mysterious Gabriel who has the gift of telepathy. But when the five friends 

get psychically linked by an experiment gone wrong and they discover that the Zetes Institute is hiding 

powerful and evil secrets, the friends must use their abilities and overcome their obstacles to save the 

world. This new edition Dark Visions is the combination of three books originally published in 1994 and 

1995: The Strange Power, The Possessed, and The Passion. The writing is so-so and the characters one-

dimensional, even in comparison to L. J. Smith's other works, but this is a great Twilight Read-a-Like.   

 

 

 


